
APPENDIX 8

RESIDENT'S  FORUM  SELF-APPRAISAL

MEMBERS 

PERIOD BEING ASSESSED: year to year  

1. Name:

2. Number of Residents Forum meetings attended:            Away Day:         Yes        No

3. AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT WITHIN HEXAGON:

3a. Membership Of Project/ Working Groups/ or other Panel of the Residents Forum:

3b. Membership Of Project/ Working Groups/ other Panels and Groups within Hexagon 
but outside of the Residents Forum 

4. Attendance at training/induction/conference/seminars etc: 

5. Self-assessment

Make an assessment of the quality of your contribution in meetings, and as a lead group member or
member of a project group etc.

                             1 2 3 4 5 (being the highest)

6. How was the year for you?  Were your skills and experience adequately used?   What were 
your key achievements?
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7. What do you see as your main contribution to the effectiveness of the Forum?

8. Are there any aspects of the role of RF member that you find difficult or where you would
like further training?

9. Has the time requirement been too great or too little or about right?

10. Preferences/interest in future role(s) including leadership, representational or promotional
role(s)/other

11. Are you content to continue on the Residents Forum for the coming year elected. 

Yes……………No……………    Or

12. Chair’s personal feedback to you (during Appraisal)

13. Note here your personal feedback for the chair including, fostering inclusion and improving
the performance of the RF
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14. Any other matter that you might like to raise?

15. Would you like to meet with the Chair and/or a Vice Chair to discuss any issues or concerns
you may have regarding your involvement, treatment, contribution, or effectiveness at Residents
Forum Meetings, Resident Involvement Groups personnel, or with Hexagon staff inter-face?

Yes………………No…………….

16. Action Agreed ()

Date of Conversation……………………………..
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